SMART AUDIT TRAIL
Smarteeva’s Smart Audit Trail takes the record tracking to the next level of
usability and productivity. Smart Audit Trail shows color coded changes of Old
Value/New Value so users understand immediately the inserts and updates.
Smart Audit Trail allows users to quickly find what changed, not only in the
current record but also on all related records, all from the same screen. Also,
based on business rules and roles, users can acknowledge/verify the review of
meaningful data changes on any audit trailed record.

Meaningful Data Change

Effortless Meaningful data change
setup , execution and review.
Paving the way for organizations
to make efficient smart data
driven decisions

Color Coded Changes

Color Coding is crucial for efficient
and accurate evaluation of record
histories. Audit trails with color
coding are more likely to be more
efficient to manage during routine
audits

Smart Audit trail - a natural addition to Smarteeva’s intelligent platform

With Smarteeva’s Smart Audit Trail organizations can quickly
research and asses the state of their regulatory records. Say
goodbye to hours of research to understand what transpired over
time with your valuable data.

Smateeva Smart Audit Trail
A closer look at features and benefits

Features
▪ Color coded changes for easy

▪ Unlimited objects and unlimited field

understanding of updates/inserts
▪ Easy meaningful data change setup
▪ Custom Object or Big Object Storage of
audit trail records
▪ Related record audit trail viewing
▪ Record relationship tree
▪ Covers all field types with Old Value and
New Value, including multi select picklists,
long text and rich text

tracking
▪ Smart Layout design with Error
prevention
▪ Intelligent design
▪ Part 11 Compliance

Benefits
▪ Smarteeva Smart Audit Trail eliminates the tedious data research during audits
▪ Smarteeva users can access Smarteeva Smart Audit Trail anywhere on any device
▪ Detailed Dashboards and Reports to get a clear view of record state
▪ Built completely on the Salesforce.com Platform and easily integrated with other
applications

▪ Easily integrated with Smarteeva solutions
▪ Maximize adherence to industry regulations and reduce costly lag when records reviews
are needed

▪ Smarteeva offers lower up-front implementation costs and more predictable spending
▪ Eliminates the need for costly upgrades and maintenance with no new hardware
▪ This lightweight, web-accessed solution accelerates deployment, with minimal burden on
your IT department

▪ Smarteeva is built on a user-friendly platform and it takes less time to train your staff
▪ Each release includes a Validation Package with all of the supporting documentation

